What is the difference between LMCE and the Anatomy Master Classes?
There is a great deal of overlap between the content of LMCE and the Anatomy Master Classes.
Here are the major differences.
Learn Muscle Continuing Education (LMCE) is a VAST LIBRARY of content meant for the
student and manual/movement therapist/professional.






LMCE has 34 folders that contain (at present) more than 2,500 video lessons ranging in
topics from fundamental anatomy and physiology to manual and movement therapy
assessment and treatment techniques, and more.
Not everything in the Master Classes is presently in LMCE, but most of the content is (in
various folders). And, in time, all of the content will be.
10 new videos are added to LMCE each and every week.
LMCE has more than 250 hours of NCBTMB-approved Continuing Education (CE) credit
as part of the subscription.
LMCE also allows the subscriber to becoming Certified in Clinical Orthopedic Manual
Therapy (COMT) through online courses (and gain NCB CE credit).

The Anatomy Master Classes have portions of the content that LMCE has, but the content is
organized in a STRUCTURED FORMAT that allows the subscriber to be a student and more
easily work their way through the content in a methodical fashion.





MAMC (Muscle Anatomy Master Class) has approximately 1,000 video lessons and
more than 90 hours of lecture presentations. MAMC has 66 hours of NCB (and NYS and
NPCP) CE credit.
BAJAMC (Bone and Joint Anatomy Master Class) has more than 300 video lessons and
more than 70 hours of video lecture presentations.
KMC (Kinesiology Master Class) has more than 100 hours of video lecture presentations
that teach human anatomy and movement from square zero to a great depth of content.
VAMC (Visceral Anatomy Master Class) covers the essential visceral anatomy with more
than 16 hours of video lecture presentations.

